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Kathy Shiokari
Pacifica

Vote yes on L

Continued from Page 10
term. Stop voting for parcel taxes. You are
inhibiting the value of your property. Buyers do not like assessments. Another parcel
tax will only deepen the slump of the real
estate market.
Stop falling for the sob story of depriving the students. Students and their families
have a responsibility to pick up the slack.
There will be no improvement without significant and controversial change. Taxpayers want solutions, not handouts.
Sandra Varga
Pacifica property owner

Idea to help mentally
ill
(This letter was also sent to the San Mateo County Mental Health Board Members)
Editor:
I have brought this idea to the board
before, but no one has yet been interested
in buying the land in Clear Lake, Ca., a resort and spa called Konocti Harbor Inn, a
place where I grew up. I also worked there
three summers as a counselor. The resort
is a beautiful place to temporarily house
the mentally ill as there are hotels, condos,
restaurants, conference rooms, spas and
beauty salons, boathouses, shops, a large
outdoor concert area, a picnic area, pee wee
golf, two large pools and two baby pools.
Many different activities are available on
the grounds.
This piece of land is 55 years old and may
need some fixing up. I have made arrangements with the Realtor White Star to see
Konocti Harbor Inn as a potential summer
camp for children that might be able to be
rented the fall, winter and spring months
for the volunteers.
The Plumbers Union Local 38 of San
Francisco, the owner, has refused the land
to a few developers, but has given me, a past
Local 38 member with my entitlements, a
potential opportunity to house the mentally
ill there as a hospice and rehabilitation center. I believe this is a once in a lifetime opportunity for the mentally ill of the state of
California. I believe in this project 100 percent.
Kathleen Bernard
Fairmont

Editor:
As a long time local business owner in
Pacifica, I have continuously supported education through fund raising events. Even
though I may not have children, I believe
in supporting the quality of local schools
within our community.
That’s why I’m voting YES on Measure L
on November 8th, and I hope you will too !
As State funding continues to decline,
local schools need stable funding to protect
academic programs.
Measure L goes directly to Pacifica classrooms and cannot be taken away by Sacramento. The greatly needed funds will stay
in our community. With independent oversight, we are assured that funds will not be
spent on administrative salaries. I have confidence that the much needed funds will be
spent wisely to benefit our local students.
Please join me in supporting and voting
YES on Measure L on Tuesday, Nov. 8.
Susan Vellone
Visions Seaside Spa

Historical accuracy

Editor:
Unfortunately, Rev. Piers Lahey’s contribution to the debate about the involvement
of religion in government was somewhat
lacking in accuracy. According to Wikipedia and multiple other online sources,
George Washington never said “It is impossible to govern a nation without God and the
Bible” — it’s an oft-quoted fabrication. Rev.
Lahey’s second Washington quote is accurate, but like the quote from Reagan, it’s an
expression of piety and the importance of
religious faith in America — certainly not
an endorsement of religious involvement in
government.
I would also direct Rev. Lahey’s attention to two quotes from the 1796 Treaty of
Tripoli, authored by a member of President
Washington’s staff and signed by President
John Adams the following year: “The government of the United States is not, in any
sense, founded on the Christian religion”;
and “The United States is not a Christian
nation any more than it is a Jewish or a Mohammedan nation.”
As to Thomas Jefferson’s religious beliefs, despite his hatred for the church and
the institutions of Christianity, Jefferson
considered himself a Christian (Google his
1803 letter to Benjamin Rush), and never
once in his life did he ever characterize himEditor:
self as a Deist. Others did that for him, long
Our great Pacifica schools attract top- after his death.
quality, experienced teachers who care
Mike Gaynes
about student success. Our schools offer
Moss Beach
challenging academic programs that give
students the skills to succeed in college and
Editor:
future, 21st-century careers. Our supportive
Our local elementary school district is the
community understands the importance of
educating our young people. In 2008, two- second-lowest wealth district in San Mateo
thirds of Pacificans approved local funds for County. The parcel tax up for a vote this Noour schools that have protected vital aca- vember will, in effect, add $22 per year to
demic programs in science, reading, writing our property tax bills on top of the existing
and math and retained qualified teachers. tax that was passed several years ago. It will
This funding is about to expire, and we all also extend the term of that tax.
I think that it’s important to support pubknow the State won’t step in and fund the
education Pacifica children need. Measure lic schools when the need is genuine. The
L renews these critical local funds and will people who send their kids to public schools
are varied, but the working class and the
prevent the layoff of 13 teachers.
Our students deserve the great educa- poor have no choice; it’s public schools for
tion that Measure L will help our schools their children. Income inequality in the
United States is now at a level not seen since
provide. Vote YES on Tuesday.
the 1920s. According to a European study
Karen Ervin
of eight advanced countries (OECD, EduFormer School Board member
cation at a Glance 2003) which concerned
social mobility, the range of public money
Editor:
spent on education ranged from a high in
Thanks to Pacifica voters, local students Norway of 97.8 percent to a low in the U.S.
benefit from great teachers in the class- of 68.2 percent. The increasing privitization
room, smaller class sizes and strong aca- of our educational system doesn’t bode well
demic programs. Because of your support, for those at the bottom, and the numbers of
our students excel on statewide exams, suc- people at that bottom just keep growing.
ceed in college and get into top colleges and
Some basic level of community supuniversities.
port for the school district is necessary, as
As a community, we came together in we have a dysfunctional state government
2008 to support a local education funding which has never been able to support the
measure for our schools because we under- schools as it should. State spending on prisstand that the State is an unreliable partner ons is close to or exceeds what is spent on
when it comes to providing a good education education. What are our priorities for the
for local children. On November 8th, join future; education or prisons?
me in renewing this critical school funding,
Please support this measure, it’s a worwhich is due to expire soon. Vote YES on L. thy cause.
The state cannot take one dime of MeaLionel Emde
sure L funds and citizen oversight ensures
Edgemar
that all funds support student achievement.

Yes on L

Yes on Measure L

Yes on L

Wandering &
Wondering
John Maybury
FILOLI’S WONDERS
Pacifica Beach Coalition member
Cindy Abbott also volunteers at
Filoli Mansion (filoli.org). She
writes: “Coastsiders in search of
warm sun and the stunning beauty
of a formal garden regularly make
their way over the hill to Filoli,
the historic estate in Woodside.
Filoli, established as a private
residence in 1917 and opened to the
public in 1976 to promote cultural
and horticultural endeavors, is a
rare instance of the original land
surrounding an estate remaining intact. The 654-acre property
includes the largest heirloom
orchard in private hands in the
United States. The orchard tours,
which resume in 2012, are a fun and
interesting way to learn about the
tradition of how Filoli is conserving not only rare fruits and trees
but also preserving this defining
landscape feature of Filoli’s country
estate. Another wonder is Filoli’s

Nature Preserve, with more than
seven miles crisscrossing six different types of native California
habitat. Experienced nature education docents lead hikes through
the preserve, describing wildlife,
plants, endangered species, and
the historical background of the
area. The beauty of Filoli is open
to the public and supported by a
small staff and more than 1,200
Friends of Filoli who volunteer
their time and financial resources.
The Volunteer Open House is in
January 2012, presenting information on how to get involved,
from working in the garden to
leading student tours and nature
hikes. Filoli’s spectacular nineday Holiday Traditions fundraising event begins on Friday,
November 25. This year’s theme
is “The Wise Old Owl.” Filoli is
home to barn owls, great horned
owls, western screech owls, and
possibly northern pygmy owls.”

Find us online: www.mercurynews.com/pacifica

Pacifica’s Urban
Forest on chopping
block
Editor:
Golfers at Sharp Park are not the only
ones on the chopping block. A so-called natural areas program being proposed by the San
Francisco Recreation and Park Dept. calls for
cutting down 15,000 healthy eucalyptus, Monterey cypress and pine, and acacia trees that
inhabit the canyon below Sharp Park Drive in
Pacifica. It’s part of a costly far reaching plan
that attempts to ostensibly restore habitat to
what it may have looked like 250 years ago,
presumably the native scrub and grassland
that predominates down the coast. This type
of wholesale ecological conversion cannot be
sustained naturally and serves no real purpose. What a shame that Pacifica’s beautiful,
diverse urban forest may not remain that
way. A draft of the Environmental Impact
Report can be read here: http://tinyurl.com/
meacases.
Henry Lorenz
Fairmont

Healthy recreation in
the GGNRA
Editor:
Golden Gate National Recreation Area
(GGNRA) barely mentions “Recreation”
in its proposed general management plan
for the next 20 years. Running, picnicking,
and family events aren’t even on the list of
allowed activities for Mori Point, Milagra
Ridge, Sweeney Ridge, about 70% of Ocean
Beach and Fort Funston, and almost all the
GGNRA trails in Marin county. The GGNRA
is also proposing a new park purpose of
“National Park experience” instead of the
legislated “public use and enjoyment” and
“needed recreational open space” for urban
dwellers. While dog walking isn’t specifically
addressed, the purpose and general plan will
guide how and where the GGNRA decides to
allow dogs. Please speak up to let the GGNRA
know about how important our parkland is
for our health and well-being and for our local communities. Comment before Monday,
November 7th, 2011 at http://parkplanning.
nps.gov/. More information at: http://saveoffleash.wordpress.com/.
Arnita Bowman
San Bruno

Reckless driving

I turned and followed the car ahead of me,
making sure beforehand that the coast was
clear and that it was safe to proceed at a slow,
slow speed. As I pulled up to the mailboxes, I
was stopped by a Pacifica police officer, who
eventually cited me for driving on the wrong
side of the road. Maybe it was the city I love
getting back at me for moving away. Was I
wrong ? I guess I was. Did I deserve a ticket?
I guess I did. I wonder if I am the only driver
who has ever been cited for this. I was not
driving recklessly, I did not run through a
stop sign. I guess I was just continuing a longstanding local custom and finally got caught.
Will I do it again? Probably not. In my new
city of San Carlos, at the Main Post office,
there are the same outdoor boxes, but they
are installed in a rear parking lot and drivers have to get off the main road to reach the
boxes and then proceed safely on their way.
Would anybody be interested in seeing this
happen in Pacifica? I guess what really bothered me was the fact that this earnest dedicated young officer had to spend time looking for semi-elderly drivers like me, while the
totally clueless, reckless,motorists on Oceana
Boulevard and upper Palmetto continue to
court disaster. I know there’s a shortage of
officers in Pacifica, and maybe they have a
quota of tickets which have to be issued on a
given day or in a given week. But it seems to
me that the priorities of the Department may
not be correct. Don’t have the officers watching these old rusty mailboxes. How about a
month of heavy enforcement on Oceana Boulevard and upper Palmetto?
Rev. Piers Lahey
San Carlos

Brown Act importance
Editor:
Full disclosure: I recently applied for one
of two vacant positions on the Pacifica Planning Commission and was not chosen by
Pacifica’s City Council. At the risk of sounding like “sour grapes,” I am writing this letter
because I do not want the San Mateo County
District Attorney’s decision not to further
pursue Brown Act violations against the Planning Commission to minimize the seriousness
of the offense committed by its members.
During my six years on the Pacifica School
Board, I was very clear that I served as a private citizen only and not in any capacity as
a lawyer. That said, it is my opinion that a
lawyer serving on a board or commission is
charged with a higher knowledge of the law
and a corresponding higher duty of adherence to the law.
At the September 19th meeting of the
Planning Commission, the Commission
launched into a discussion of issues not included on the evening’s agenda, therefore not
noticed to the public. Commissioner Clifford
raised concerns about a possible Brown Act
violation, to which the Planning Director,
George White, responded that he thought the
Commissioners “were in danger already at
this point.” For a full 40 minutes AFTER Mr.
White’s warning, the Commissioners continued to discuss — and then proceeded to vote
on — unagendized items. All Planning Commissioners disregarded the law, but the fact
that Commissioners Josh Gordon and Celeste
Langille are attorneys make their violations
all the more egregious.
Planning Commissioner Chair Richard
Campbell, also an attorney, later characterized the violations as “minor” and the complaint to the District Attorney as making
“the proverbial mountain out of the molehill.”
To the contrary, the Brown Act promotes
nothing less than government transparency
and participatory democracy. Just because
this Commission successfully pulled off a
“do-over” (by later rescinding its actions of
September 19th) does not excuse these Commissioners’ flagrant and arrogant disregard
of the law. Their subsequent “corrective
measures” look more like pre-emptive political maneuvering than a genuine redress of
wrongdoing.
Connie Menefee
Park Pacifica

Editor:
I started driving with a Learner’s Permit
in May of 1965 and have been “on the road”
ever since. In 46.5 years of driving, I had only
received one ticket, until today. The first
ticket was for driving 35 miles per hour in a
school zone (this took place in Portola Valley) back in the 1970s. I should have fought
the ticket since the school in question had
closed two years previously and there were
no school-age children anywhere in the vicinity. However, as a law-abiding citizen I simply
paid the fine. About today...I received my second traffic citation. No, I wasn’t speeding, like
the countless motorists who endanger lives
on Oceana Boulevard in front of my former
church and grammar school who have done
so for years and will continue to do so until
hell freezes over. And no, I wasn’t speeding,
like the motorists in another radically dangerous area of Pacifica, Palmetto going north
from Micky D’s and approaching Paradise
Avenue, a classic straightaway for cars gunning their engines to tear up the hill and for
other motorists (including SamTrans buses)
racing down the hill as if they were involved
in a high-speed chase. If anything, these folks
go even faster than the drivers on Oceana. I
wasn’t speeding or talking on a cellphone or
texting while driving as so many driver continue to do. No, I was driving slowly toward
the intersection of Manor and Esplanade,
preparing to turn left and to drop some letters in the mailbox outside the main Post
Office. There was one car ahead of me. The
driver looked very carefully left and right,
then turned into the area of the mailboxes and
deposited his letters, then proceeded on his
way. In my 14 years of residence in Pacifica,
Editor:
I cannot possibly count the number of times
I have never responded to a letter before,
I have seen drivers follow this same routine,
but
there is a first time for everything. Conturning left and leaving mail in those corner
boxes. Lots of congestion at those boxes espe- gratulations, Jim Gunn. A few weeks ago I
cially before Christmas and before Tax Day wrote a letter telling a very tactful truth about
in April. Those boxes get a lot of business. So

SCIENCE FAIR
Discovery Day is Sunday, November 6 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
AT&T Park, San Francisco. Visit
SRI and other Bay Area R&D centers at Discovery Day in AT&T
Park. This free event is the grand
finale of the San Francisco Bay
Area Science Festival, a 10-day
NSF-supported celebration of science and technology. The festival
features more than 100 hands-on,
fun, interactive science and technology exhibits and activities for
families and kids: bayareascience.
org or email basf@sri.com.
URBAN GARDENS
“Urban Gardens to Open Range:
The Present and Future of Bay
Area Food Landscapes,” a lively
public forum on the possibilities
for sustainable food production
in the Bay Area, is on Wednesday, November 16 at 7:30 p.m.,
Goldman Theater, David Brower
Center, 2150 Allston Way, Berkeley (main Berkeley BART station). Featured speakers are local farmers, food producers, and
thought leaders in the sustainable agriculture movement. The
Bay Area is known as the cradle
of the environmental movement.
And it has been a major source of

Response to Gunn
letter

See LETTERS, Page 13

energy for the emerging movement for local, sustainable food
production. Now Bay Nature
magazine is collaborating with
Sustainable Agricultural Education (SAGE) and the Bay Area
Open Space Council to bring
these two vital movements closer
together. “Local, organic, sustainable” are terms that sound
good, but what do they mean to
the people who actually produce
food in the Bay Area? This event
provides a forum for a lively discussion with local producers and
advocates on the joys and challenges of sustainable agriculture.
$10 donation requested. Space
is limited, so reservations are
encouraged. RSVP: bnfood
landscapes.eventbrite.com/
ALANDROMES
My thanks to Pacifica palindromist Alan Wald for sharing two of
his latest creations with us:
•After reading a recent Tribune,
Pacifica palindrome lovers have
high hopes that City Council will
implement a new General Plan for
all residential areas that shows
that Pacifica is not in Kansas anymore: “Zonal Pacifica Plan: Oz!”
•As recently reported in the
Pacifica Tribune, Candy Oasis,

the new candy store on Palmetto
Avenue, offers flavored fudge,
organic and sugar-free chocolates, and other treats so yummy
they’re practically addictive.
Pacifica palindrome lovers who’ve
been to Candy Oasis say it’s a risk
worth taking: “Risk? ‘Oasis’ is
A-OK, sir!”
SWAMI SEZ
For shock value, this week’s
quotation is by an infamous
conservative, whom I just happen to agree with, but only on
this one particular issue: “If
Thomas Jefferson thought taxation without representation was
bad, he should see how it is with
representation.”(Rush Limbaugh)
SITESEER
•Baseball history and traditions:
ourgame.mlblogs.com
•Nature photography:
michaelpoliza.com
•Farewell to Nona’s Kitchen,
our own comfort food diner
MAYBURRITOVILLE
•Meandering: LomaPrieta.
SierraClub.org
•Copyediting: Goofbuster.com
•Blogging: PacificaRiptide.com
•Email: mayburrito@goofbuster.com

